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Caenorhabditis elegans striated muscle cells attach to basement membrane and transmit the force of muscle contraction through integrin adhesion complexes. The cytoplasmic tail of β-integrin (PAT-3) is associated with a conserved four-protein complex that includes UNC-112 (kindlin), PAT-4 (integrin-linked kinase), PAT-6 (α-parvin/actopaxin), and UNC-97 (PINCH). The proper localization of UNC-112 to muscle integrin adhesion sites requires PAT-4. A recent report (Qadota, H., Moerman, D. G., and Benian, G. M. (2012) A molecular mechanism for the requirement of PAT-4 (integrin-linked kinase (ILK)) for the localization of UNC-112 (kindlin) to integrin adhesion sites. J. Biol. Chem. 287, 28537–28551) suggests a possible molecular mechanism for this requirement: that UNC-112 exists in closed inactive and open active conformations, and conversion to the open active form is promoted by binding to PAT-4 (ILK). Previously, we also reported identification of a single missense mutation in UNC-112, D382V, which abolishes both binding to PAT-4 and normal localization to integrin adhesion sites in vivo. In this report, we describe isolation and characterization of PAT-4 missense mutations that permit binding with UNC-112 D382V and place nine affected residues on a homology model of PAT-4. These nine residues cluster in two regions on the surface of the cytoplasmic tail of β-integrin associated with UNC-112 and UNC-97. We also show that one of these PAT-4 mutations restores the ability of UNC-112 D382V to localize to integrin adhesions and participate in complex formation.

Integrin adhesion sites consist of the transmembrane heterodimeric protein integrin and >100 different associated proteins (2–4). These protein complexes have an important role in cell crawling; as a cell moves forward, new adhesion sites are assembled at the leading edge, and old adhesion sites are disassembled at the back end of the cell. Integrin adhesion sites are also important in transmitting the force of muscle contraction to the outside of a mammalian striated muscle cell. These cells contain many myofibrils mechanically linked by intermediate filaments, and at the periphery of these cells, myofibrils are attached to the muscle cell membrane via integrin adhesion complexes called costameres (5, 6).

In the model genetic organism Caenorhabditis elegans, the striated muscle contains a narrow zone of myofibrils adjacent to the cell membrane along the outer side of the muscle cell (7, 8). As in mammalian striated muscle, the thin filaments are attached to Z-disks (called dense bodies in nematodes), and the thick filaments are organized around M-lines. In addition, all of the dense bodies and M-lines are attached to the muscle cell membrane, and thus most of the force of muscle contraction is transmitted through these structures. The membrane-proximal regions of the dense bodies and M-lines consist of integrin and associated proteins (9–11). The cytoplasmic tail of β-integrin is associated with four conserved proteins: UNC-112 (kindlin), PAT-4 (integrin-linked kinase, ILK)², PAT-6 (actopaxin/α-parvin), and UNC-97 (PINCH). PAT-4 has been shown to interact with UNC-112, PAT-6, and UNC-97 (12–15). Each of these proteins is required for myofibril assembly in embryonic muscle (15–17).

In contrast to C. elegans, which has one kindlin (UNC-112), humans have three kindlins, each encoded by a separate gene (18). Human kindlin 1 is expressed primarily in epithelial cells such as keratinocytes and intestinal epithelial cells. Kindlin 2 is expressed everywhere except for hematopoietic cells and is the only kindlin expressed in heart muscle. Kindlin 3 is expressed in hematopoietic cells, with highest expression in megakaryocytes (which give rise to platelets). Inherited recessive mutations in kindlin 1 result in a serious skin disease (Kindler syndrome),...
and recessive mutations in kindlin 3 result in severe dysfunction of both platelets and leukocytes (leukocyte adhesion deficiency type III). Nematode UNC-112 is equally similar to human kindlin 1 and kindlin 2, each sharing 42% identical residues. UNC-112 is less homologous to kindlin 3; there is an internal span of about 130 residues in which there is little sequence similarity (supplemental Fig. 1).

In C. elegans, the relationship between UNC-112 and PAT-4 has been analyzed in several ways. The proper localization of UNC-112 to the base of M-lines and dense bodies requires PAT-4; the converse is also true. In addition, the protein kinase domain of PAT-4 interacts with the N-terminal half of UNC-112 (12, 13).

Our recent report (1) provides a possible molecular explanation for the PAT-4 dependence of UNC-112 localization. We demonstrated that the cytoplasmic tail of β-integrin (PAT-3) binds to UNC-112, but not to PAT-4, and that the N- and C-terminal halves of UNC-112 bind to each other. PAT-4 was shown to compete with the C-terminal half of UNC-112 for binding to the N-terminal half of UNC-112. From these protein interaction data we proposed the following model: UNC-112 exists in closed inactive and open active conformations, and conversion to the open active form is promoted by binding to PAT-4 (ILK). Support of this model came from analysis of two types of UNC-112 mutants; one type of mutant, UNC-112 D382V cannot bind to PAT-4; another type of mutant, represented by UNC-112 T346A or E349K, does not permit interaction of the N- and C-terminal halves of UNC-112. Whereas UNC-112 D382V does not localize to interin adhesion sites (similar to deficiency of pat-4), UNC-112 double mutants (D382V,T346A or D382V,E349K) do localize properly, suggesting that detachment of the two halves of UNC-112, perhaps in an “open” configuration, favors interaction with β-integrin. In this report, we describe isolation and characterization of PAT-4 missense mutations that permit binding with UNC-112 D382V and place the affected residues on a homology model of PAT-4. We also demonstrate that one of these PAT-4 mutations restores the ability of UNC-112 D382V to localize to interin adhesions and participate in complex formation.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Nematode Strains and Culture**—Wild-type, strain N2, was used in these studies. Nematodes were grown at 20 °C on NGM agar plates with *Escherichia coli* strain OP50 (19).

**Yeast Two-hybrid Assays and Plasmids**—The general methods used for performing yeast two-hybrid assays were described previously (13, 20). To create UNC-112 with mutation D382V as a bait plasmid (pGBDU-UNC-112 (D382V)), an UNC-112 N-terminal cDNA fragment with the D382V mutation (digested with BamHI and BglII) was cloned into the BamHI and BglII sites of a pGBDU-UNC-112 C-terminal half plasmid. Other bait plasmids (pGBDU-UNC-97 and pGBDU-PAT-6) were described previously (13, 14).

**Screening for PAT-4 Suppressor Mutations That Can Bind to UNC-112 (D382V)**—We utilized random mutagenesis by PCR, as described previously (1). PAT-4 cDNAs with mutations were amplified with two primers (5’ in (GAA GAT ACC CCA CCA AAC) and 3’ in (AAA GAA GGC AAA ACG ATG)) and a PAT-4 cDNA plasmid (pDM#280) (13) as a template. An amplified cDNA and digested vector (pACT with Xhol) were co-transformed into P69-4A yeast strain (21) with pGBDU-UNC-112 with D382V (PAT-4 nonbinding mutation) and then transformants were spread onto −His plates; total screening number = 12,700. After 3 days incubation at 30 °C, His+ colonies were streaked onto −Ade plates. From 62 His+ Ade+ colonies, clones were isolated and tested for binding to UNC-112 (D382V). Among 62 isolated clones, 40 clones retained their ability to bind to UNC-112 (D382V), and the DNA sequences of 37 of these clones were determined (Table 1). PAT-4 cDNA plasmid (pDM#280) (13) as a template. An amplified cDNA and digested vector (pACT with Xhol) were co-transformed into P69-4A yeast strain (21) with pGBDU-UNC-112 with D382V (PAT-4 nonbinding mutation) and then transformants were spread onto −His plates; total screening number = 12,700. After 3 days incubation at 30 °C, His+ colonies were streaked onto −Ade plates. From 62 His+ Ade+ colonies, clones were isolated and tested for binding to UNC-112 (D382V). Among 62 isolated clones, 40 clones retained their ability to bind to UNC-112 (D382V), and the DNA sequences of 37 of these clones were determined (Table 1).

**Homology Modeling**—Domains within PAT-4 were defined by use of Pfam. Molecular modeling of *C. elegans* PAT-4 (ILK, protein kinase domain, residues 260–460) was completed using Modeler (version 9v7, University of California San Francisco (22)) for model construction and the UCSF Chimera package (version 1.6.2, University of California San Francisco (23)) for visualization, structure comparison, and analysis. The PAT-4 model was built and minimized based on the crystal structure of human ILK (Protein Data Bank ID code, 3KMW) chain A (24). Initial sequence alignment between human ILK (residues 185–452) and *C. elegans* PAT-4 (residues 199–464) was generated from NCBI Blast. The final alignment is shown in Fig. 1B. Overlay of the structures (C. elegans PAT-4 with α-parvin) was completed in Chimera using the Matchmaker-
Structure Comparison tool (Tools for integrated sequence-structure analysis with UCSF Chimera (25)). Structural similarity of the ankyrin repeats of ILK (PAT-4) to p19INK4d was determined by the Dali Protein Structure 3D Alignment Server (26). Fig. 6 shows the structural and sequence alignment of ankyrin repeats and p19INK4d.
Expression of HA-tagged UNC-112 and myc-tagged PAT-4 in C. elegans Using a Heat Shock Promoter—pPD49.78/83-HA-UNC-112 (D382V) was described previously (1). XhoI fragments of PAT-4 cDNA of either wild type or from pACT clones were cloned into the SalI site of pGBDU-C2, resulting in pGBDU-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L). The SmaI-BglII fragment of pGBDU-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L) was cloned into pBS-myc (kindly provided from Dr. Kozo Kaibuchi, Nagoya University) via the SmaI and BamHI sites, resulting in pBS-myc-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L). To construct pPD49.78- or pGBDU-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L). The SmaI-BglII fragment of pGBDU-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L) was cloned into pBS-myc (kindly provided from Dr. Kozo Kaibuchi, Nagoya University) via the SmaI and BamHI sites, resulting in pBS-myc-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L). To construct pPD49.78- or

FIGURE 2. Homology model of PAT-4 with location of suppressor mutations. A, model of PAT-4 based on the crystal structure of human ILK is shown as a magenta ribbon. The positions of PAT-4 suppressor mutations are shown in green balls and sticks. ATP is shown colored by atom color in stick form. The view on the right was created by rotating the view on the left by 180° around the x axis. Note that the suppressor mutations cluster in two regions on the surface of PAT-4. Pro-257, Ile-261, Phe-262, Ala-274, Asn-275, and Lys-356 cluster near the edge of the β-sheet and helix 1 in the N-terminal domain. Ala-433, Met-440, and Asn-453 cluster at the C-terminal helices. B, two views show the homology model of PAT-4 kinase with α-parvin (PAT-6 in nematodes). PAT-4 was substituted for human ILK in the human ILK-α-parvin complex (Protein Data Bank ID code 3KMW) (24). PAT-4 is shown in magenta, and α-parvin (PAT-6) is shown in dark blue. Note that α-parvin does not overlap or cover either cluster of the suppressor mutations. They are available to form another binding surface. C, two views show of the same complex as in B with PAT-4 in space fill mode. The suppressor mutations are shown in green. Note that a majority of the suppressor mutations (Pro-257, Ile-261, Phe-262, Ala-274, Asn-275, Lys-356, and Asn-453) are on the far surface from α-parvin (PAT-6).
pPD49.83-myc-PAT-4 plasmids, the SpeI fragment of pBS-myc-PAT-4 (wild type or P257L) was cloned into pPD49.78 or pPD49.83 (gifts from Dr. Andy Fire, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA) via a NheI site. These vectors contain two different heat shock promoters.

pPD49.78/83-HA-UNC-112 (D382V) and pPD49.78/83-myc-PAT-4 (WT or P257L) were mixed with pTG96 (SUR-5::NLS::GFP) as a transformation marker (27) and injected into wild-type N2 worms. Transgenic lines with extrachromosomal arrays containing pPD49.78/83-HA-UNC-112 (D382V)/pPD49.78/83-myc-PAT-4 (WT) (called sfEx47) or pPD49.78/83-myc-PAT-4 (P257L) (called sfEx50) and pTG96 were established by picking up GFP-positive worms using a GFP dissection microscope. Expression of HA-tagged UNC-112 (D382V) and myc-tagged PAT-4 proteins was induced by incubation of the transgenic worms at 30 °C for 2 h (heat shock). We prepared Laemmli-soluble protein extracts (30) from these transgenic nematodes with or without heat shock and verified the expression of HA- and myc-tagged proteins by Western blotting, reacting with anti-HA (Sigma-Aldrich H3663, 1/200 dilution) and anti-myc (Sigma-Aldrich H5546, 1/200 dilution).

**Immunostaining**—Nematodes were fixed using the method described previously (28, 29). Antibody staining with anti-HA (Sigma Aldrich H3663, 1/200 dilution) and anti-UNC-95 (1/100 dilution) were performed as described previously (30). Secondary antibodies were anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) for anti-UNC-95 and anti-GFP, and anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen) for anti-HA, each used at 1/200 dilution. Stained samples were mounted on a glass slide with a coverslip containing mounting solution (20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 0.2 M DABCO, and 90% glycerol). Images were captured at room temperature with a Zeiss confocal system (LSM510) equipped with an Axiovert 100M microscope and an Apochromat ×63/1.4 oil objective, in 2.5× zoom mode. The color balances of the images were adjusted by using Adobe Photoshop.

**Integration of Extrachromosomal Arrays**—The extrachromosomal arrays containing pPD49.78/83-HA-UNC-112 (D382V), pPD49.78/83-myc-PAT-4 (WT or P257L), and pTG96 were integrated into the genome by UV irradiation (31) with some modifications.3 The resulting integrated nematode lines are called sfIs8, for HA-UNC-112 (D382V) and myc-PAT-4 (WT); sfIs10, for HA-UNC-112 (D382V) and myc-PAT-4 (P257L).

**Detection of Complex Formation from Worm Lysates**—Nematode-integrated transgenic lines sfIs3 and sfIs5 (1) were induced to express HA-tagged UNC-112 wild type or UNC-112 D382V, respectively, by heat shocking mostly adult animals by exposure to 30 °C for 3 h, and worm lysates were prepared as described by Qadota et al. (1). To 500 μl of each worm lysate was added 50 μl of a 1:1 slurry of monoclonal anti-HA-agarose beads (Sigma-Aldrich A2095) and mixing at 4 °C for 2 h. The beads were pelleted and washed three times with lysis buffer, transferred to new tubes, pelleted, and as much liquid was removed as possible. The proteins from these beads were eluted with 33 μl of 2× Laemmli sample buffer, and portions were separated on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels, and blotted. Separations were performed as described previously (30). Secondary antibodies were anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) for anti-UNC-95 and anti-GFP, and anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen) for anti-HA, each used at 1/200 dilution.

3 P. Barrett, personal communication.
rate lanes were reacted with the following antibodies: rabbit anti-HA (Sigma-Aldrich H6908) at 1/200 dilution; rabbit anti-PAT-4 (1), affinity-purified, at 1/100; rat anti-PAT-6 (32), affinity-purified, at 1/200 dilution; and rabbit anti-UNC-97 (20), affinity-purified, at 1/100. Reactions were detected by ECL.

Co-immunoprecipitation of HA-UNC-112 and myc-PAT-4—Transgenic lines carrying integrated arrays described above were induced to express HA-tagged UNC-112 D382V and either myc-tagged PAT-4 WT (sfls8) or P257L (sfls10) by heat shock, and worm lysates were prepared as described above. Immunoprecipitation using anti-HA beads and gel analysis was carried out as described in the previous section. Separate lanes were reacted with rabbit anti-HA (Sigma-Aldrich H6908) at 1/200 dilution, and rabbit anti-myc (Sigma-Aldrich H4439) at 1/200 dilution. Reactions were detected by ECL.

Calculation of Molar Ratios of PAT-4 to UNC-112 in Co-IP Experiments—Varying amounts (in nanograms) of recombinant GST-3×HA-myc (GST fused to three copies of HA and one copy of myc) on Western blots were reacted with either anti-HA or anti-myc, using the same concentration of antibodies and ECL exposure times as used in the immunoprecipitation experiments. Similarly, varying amounts of recombinant MBP-PAT-4 (1) on Western blots were reacted with anti-PAT-4. The intensity of ECL bands obtained from immunoprecipitations was matched with intensity of ECL bands obtained with known quantities of recombinant proteins. Molar ratios of PAT-4 to UNC-112 in the immunoprecipitation experiments were then calculated using these estimates of quantities of proteins in nanograms and their known molecular masses.

RESULTS

To obtain further information about the interaction between UNC-112 and PAT-4, we isolated PAT-4 mutants that could bind to UNC-112 D382V. Previously, we demonstrated that although wild-type UNC-112 binds to PAT-4, UNC-112 D382V fails to bind to PAT-4 (1). Using random PCR mutagenesis and the yeast two-hybrid system, we identified 37 PAT-4 mutants that can interact with UNC-112 D382V (Table 1). DNA sequencing revealed that 6 of the 37 PAT-4 mutants contained single amino acid changes, with one of them appearing twice independently (Table 1 and Fig. 1). An additional set of 4 single amino acid changes was found to be responsible for suppression by testing individual mutated residues from clones that had 2 mutations. Interestingly, although we mutagenized the entire pat-4 cDNA, all 9 single amino acid changes reside in the protein kinase domain of PAT-4, the region of PAT-4 demonstrated previously to be sufficient for interaction with UNC-112 (13). All 9 of these PAT-4 mutants also bind to wild-type UNC-112, suggesting that the structural changes in these mutants are minimal. PAT-4 also interacts with UNC-97 and PAT-6 (13, 14). Significantly, the mutations do not affect binding of PAT-4 to UNC-97 or PAT-6 (data not shown), further indicating the unique effect the mutations have on UNC-112 D382V binding, suggesting localization on the UNC-112 binding surface.

Fukuda et al. (24) reported the crystal structure of human ILK kinase domain complexed with α-parvin. As shown in Fig. 1B, the pseudokinase domains of human ILK and C. elegans PAT-4 have extensive similarity, with 59% identical residues (157 of 266). Of the 9 PAT-4 suppressor mutations (indicated by yellow in Fig. 1B), 5 reside at conserved residues. (These conserved residues are underlined in Fig. 1A.) We used the crystal structure of human ILK to create a homology model of nematode PAT-4 kinase domain, and located the 9 residues mutated in our PAT-4 mutations on this structure. As shown in Fig. 2A, the suppressor mutations cluster in two regions on the surface of the PAT-4 homology model. Pro-257, Ile-261, Phe-262, Ala-274, Asn-275, and Lys-356 cluster near the edge of the β-sheet and helix 1 in the N-terminal subdomain of the kinase, and Ala-433, Met-440, and Asn-453 cluster in the C-terminal helices of the C-terminal subdomain of the kinase. Fig. 2B shows the modeled PAT-4 together with the attached human α-parvin (blue). Note that α-parvin (PAT-6 ortholog) does not overlap or cover either cluster of suppressor residues on PAT-4.
This is even more apparent when PAT-4 is viewed in space filling mode (Fig. 2C). The residues mutated in the suppressors are available to form a binding surface for another protein, perhaps UNC-112. That UNC-112 and PAT-6 bind along different surfaces of PAT-4 is consistent with the previously reported ternary complex of UNC-112, PAT-4, and PAT-6 (14).

To examine the in vivo significance of the ability of mutant PAT-4 proteins to interact with UNC-112 D382V, we created transgenic lines expressing HA-tagged UNC-112 D382V and either myc-tagged wild-type PAT-4 or myc-tagged P257L mutant PAT-4. P257L was chosen because, as noted above, it is one of the five mutations that reside on a potential binding surface for UNC-112 and is also conserved in human PAT-4. The transgenic lines were designed for expression of the two tagged proteins by a heat shock promoter in a wild-type background. As shown in Fig. 3A, for each line, both the HA-tagged UNC-112 and myc-tagged PAT-4 are expressed only upon heat shock. Previously, we have shown that expression of HA-UNC-112 D382V in a wild-type background does not allow localization of the tagged protein to muscle integrin adhesion sites (dense bodies and M-lines) (1). Consistent with this result, even in the presence of ectopic myc-tagged wild-type PAT-4, HA-UNC-112 D382V fails to localize to these sites (Fig. 3B, upper row). However, co-expression of myc-tagged PAT-4 P257L allows localization to these structures (Fig. 3B, lower row). These results indicate that PAT-4 P257L binds to UNC-112 D382V, and this is consistent with our model that PAT-4 binding to UNC-112 is required for the localization of UNC-112 to integrin adhesion sites (Ref. 1 and see Fig. 5).

An additional function of PAT-4 is to recruit PAT-6 (α-parvin) and UNC-97 (PINCH) to integrin adhesion sites. Previously, it was reported that UNC-112 binds to PAT-4 (13), that PAT-4 binds to PAT-6 (14), and that PAT-4 binds to UNC-97 (13, 15). In addition, yeast three-hybrid assays suggest ternary complexes in the following combinations: UNC-112, PAT-4, PAT-6 (14); UNC-112, PAT-4, UNC-97 (15); and UNC-97, PAT-4, PAT-6 (15). From these data, we hypothesized the existence of a four-protein complex (Refs. 10, 30 and see Fig. 5). To obtain in vivo evidence for this four-protein complex, we used a co-immunoprecipitation approach from lysates of worms expressing HA-tagged UNC-112. Anti-HA beads were used to immunoprecipitate HA-UNC-112, and Western blotting was used to detect the presence of endogenous PAT-4, PAT-6, and UNC-97. When the experiment was conducted with HA-UNC-112 WT, PAT-4, PAT-6, and UNC-97 could be detected in the precipitate (Fig. 4A, left). However, when HA-UNC-112 D382V was precipitated, less PAT-4 was detected, and neither PAT-6 nor UNC-97 was detected (Fig. 4A, right). The difference in the amounts of endogenous PAT-4 co-immunoprecipitated by WT versus D382V UNC-112 can be compared by calculating the molar ratios using a method described under “Experimental Procedures.” As indicated on Fig. 4A, there is a 10-fold difference in these molar ratios. These results are consistent with the model that in nematode muscle, UNC-112 binds to PAT-4, and that PAT-4 binds to PAT-6 and UNC-97, and forms a stable four-protein complex (Fig. 5A).

We next examined the ability of PAT-4 P257L to restore the ability of UNC-112 D382V to bind to PAT-4 in a similar co-

FIGURE 5. Model of interactions. A, as suggested in previous report (1), UNC-112 exists in closed inactive and open active conformations in its ability to bind to the cytoplasmic tail of PAT-3 (β-integrin). Transition to the open state is promoted by binding to PAT-4. As shown here, UNC-112 exists in a complex together with PAT-4, PAT-6, and UNC-97. B, a mutant form of UNC-112, D382V, which has reduced ability to interact with PAT-4, fails to localize to the base of integrin adhesion sites. C, compensating mutations in PAT-4 (such as P257L) permit binding between mutant PAT-4 and UNC-112 D382V and permit UNC-112 D382V to localize to the base of integrin adhesion sites. It is speculated that the interaction of PAT-4 P257L causes an opening up of UNC-112 D382V and thus binding to the cytoplasmic tail of PAT-3 (β-integrin).
immunoprecipitation experiment. Protein lysates were prepared from transgenic animals co-expressing either HA-UNC-112 D382V and myc-PAT-4 WT, or HA-UNC-112 D382V and myc-PAT-4 P257L, and immunoprecipitated with anti-HA. The UNC-112 D382V was detected with anti-HA and the co-precipitated PAT-4 detected with anti-myc. As shown in Fig. 4B, HA-UNC-112 D382V could precipitate four times more myc-PAT-4 P257L than myc-PAT-4 WT, when molar ratios were compared. Therefore, PAT-4 P257L that restores binding to UNC-112 D382V in a yeast two-hybrid assay and restores

FIGURE 6. The ILK ankyrin-PINCH LIM1 complex is similar in size and shape to the cell cycle inhibitor p19\textsuperscript{INK4d}. Structural similarity of the ankyrin repeats of human ILK (PAT-4) to the cell cycle inhibitor p19\textsuperscript{INK4d} determined by the Dali Protein Structure 3D Alignment Server. This structural alignment provides a possible binding site for the ankyrin repeats of ILK to the protein kinase domain of ILK (PAT-4). A, structure of p19\textsuperscript{INK4d} (yellow) as bound to CDK6, from crystal structure 1BLX. B, structure of the ankyrin repeats of human ILK (PAT-4) bound to the first LIM domain of PINCH (UNC-97) (light green) from crystal structure 3F6Q. C, p19\textsuperscript{INK4d} and ankyrin repeats superimposed (Chimera, Matchmaker) (25). D, p19\textsuperscript{INK4d} and ankyrin repeats with LIM1 domain (cyan) of PINCH (UNC-97) bound to the ankyrin repeats as in 1BLX. The N terminus and C terminus of each protein is marked with blue and red, respectively. E, sequence alignment between p19\textsuperscript{INK4d} and ankyrin repeats. Helices from the structures are outlined in black, identical residues are marked with an asterisk (*). Region of high conservation is highlighted in orange (−28% identity).
ability of UNC-112 D382V to localize to integrin adhesion sites also restores the ability to bind to UNC-112 D382V in an in vivo protein complex.

**DISCUSSION**

Beginning with a mutant version (D382V) of UNC-112 that cannot bind to wild-type PAT-4, we isolated missense mutants of PAT-4 that can bind to this mutant UNC-112. Of 37 mutant clones isolated, 5 of them had single amino acid changes. The others had multiple changes (2–5 mutations each). Site-directed mutagenesis permitted us to identify the single missense mutations responsible for the phenotype in 4 additional mutant clones. All together, we identified 9 single missense mutations that permit PAT-4 to bind to UNC-112 D382V (Fig. 1). All 9 of these single amino acid changes reside in the protein kinase domain of PAT-4, the region of PAT-4 shown previously to be

---

**FIGURE 7. Residues involved in PAT-4 suppressor mutations on the surface of a homology model of PAT-4 are unobstructed after PAT-4 has bound to α-parvin (PAT-6) and to an ankyrin-LIM domain complex.** A, two views of a model of PAT-4 (magenta) with ankyrin repeats of ILK (light green) and PINCH LIM1 (light blue). These models were generated by substituting the ankyrin-PINCH LIM1 structure from 3F6Q (33) for the inhibitor in the human CDK6/p19INK4D structure (34). Note that ankyrin repeats-PINCH LIM1 complex does not overlap or cover the sites of the PAT-4 suppressor mutations. However, the LIM1 domain of PINCH is near the suppressor mutation Phe-262. B, two views of the composite model: PAT-4 (magenta), parvin (3KMW, dark blue), ankyrin repeats (3F6Q, light green) and PINCH LIM1 (3F6Q, light blue). Note that ankyrin-PINCH LIM1 binds on the opposite surface of PAT-4 as parvin. C, two views of the same complex shown in B, with PAT-4 in space fill mode. The suppressor mutations are shown in green. Note that a majority of the suppressor mutations (Pro-257, Ile-261, Phe-262, Ala-274, Asn-275, Lys-356, and Asn-453) are on the surface between the parvin and PINCH LIM1, on the face opposite the ankyrin repeats.

---

Mutations Suggest Surface on ILK That Interacts with Kindlin
required for binding to UNC-112. All 9 residues affected by the suppressor mutations cluster in two regions on the surface of a homology model structure of PAT-4, based on the crystal structure of its human ortholog, ILK. The reported ILK structure is actually a complex of ILK bound to α-parvin, the ortholog of nematode PAT-6. Significantly, when PAT-4 was substituted for ILK in the ILK-α-parvin complex, α-parvin does not overlap or cover either cluster of suppressor residues on PAT-4. Thus, we suggest that the surfaces of PAT-4 on which the suppressor mutations reside constitute an independent binding surface for UNC-112 (Fig. 2).

Although it has been reported that a UNC-112-PAT-4-PAT-6 ternary complex can form, our structural insight suggests that a single molecule of PAT-4 can interact simultaneously with one molecule each of PAT-6 and UNC-112. Verification of this model awaits co-crystallization of PAT-4 with UNC-112.

Our previous data support a model in which one of the functions of the interaction of PAT-4 with UNC-112 is to promote opening up of UNC-112 so that it can bind to the cytoplasmic tail of PAT-3 (β-integrin) (1). In agreement with this model, we have shown here that in vivo, expression of one of the PAT-4 missense mutants permits UNC-112 D382V to localize to integrin adhesion sites (Fig. 3B). Previous reports also suggest that another function of the interaction of PAT-4 with UNC-112 is to recruit PAT-6 and UNC-97. Here, we show that the immunoprecipitation of HA-tagged UNC-112 from nematode lysates co-precipitates PAT-4, PAT-6, and UNC-97 (Fig. 4A). This is the first evidence of formation of this four-protein complex in vivo. In contrast, immunoprecipitation of HA-tagged UNC-112 D382V co-precipitates 10-fold less PAT-4 and no detectable PAT-6 or UNC-97. However, co-expression of UNC-112 D382V together with one of the PAT-4 missense mutants (P257L) restores UNC-112-PAT-4-PAT-6 complex formation. The recruitment of UNC-97 and PAT-6 by PAT-4 is essential for formation of huge protein complexes at the base of the integrin adhesion sites. We have already described that downstream of UNC-97 there are proteins that bind directly or indirectly to myosin at the M-line (20, 30). For example, UNC-97 interacts with UNC-98, and UNC-98 interacts with myosin (20); UNC-97 interacts with LIM-9 (FHL), LIM-9 interacts with UNC-96, and UNC-96 interacts with myosin (30). Recently, we have described that downstream of PAT-6 is CPNA-1, which links to UNC-89 and several other M-line proteins (32). At this time, we have not yet identified proteins that reside downstream of either UNC-97 or PAT-6 exclusively at the dense bodies.

Chiswell et al. (33) have reported the crystal structure of the ankyrin repeats of human ILK (PAT-4) bound to the first LIM domain (of five total LIM domains) of PINCH (UNC-97). We have noticed that the ILK ankyrin-PINCH LIM1 complex is similar in size and shape to the cell cycle inhibitor p19INK4d (34) (Fig. 6). Actually, the reported structure is of p19INK4d bound to cyclin D-dependent kinase Cdk6. Although there is no evidence that the ankyrin repeats of ILK (PAT-4) are bound to the kinase domain of ILK (PAT-4), we thought it would be reasonable to substitute our homology model of PAT-4 kinase for Cdk6 and the ankyrin-PINCH LIM1 complex for p19INK4d (Fig. 7A). Note that the ankyrin-PINCH LIM1 complex (and thus orthologous structures from PAT-4 and UNC-97) do not overlap or cover the sites of the PAT-4 suppressor mutations. However, the LIM1 domain of PINCH (UNC-97) is "near" the suppressor mutation residue Phe-262. When α-parvin (PAT-6) is docked back onto this model of PAT-4, we note that 7 of 9 of the residues mutated in the suppressor mutants (Pro-257, Ile-261, Phe-262, Ala-274, Asn-275, Lys-356, and Asn-453) are on the surface between α-parvin and PINCH, on the face opposite from the binding site of the ankyrin repeats (Fig. 7, B and C). Therefore, even with these additional proteins bound to PAT-4, the binding surface defined by the PAT-4 suppressor mutations will be unobstructed to bind to UNC-112. Again, all of this speculation awaits confirmation from PAT-4-UNC-112 and larger complex crystal structures.
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Supplemental Figure 1.  alignment of C. elegans UNC-112 with human kindlins 1, 2, and 3, first as a multi-sequence alignment, and later as pair-wise alignments. Yellow highlighting indicates the position of the D382V mutation in UNC-112.
UNC-112 vs kindlin 1 (Identity: 42%)

**UNC-112**

4 LVEGTSIDDGKWQLPILVTDLNIQR----SISVLGNLNVGGLMLELSECDVERDWDHAA ++ T W+L + V N ++ ++ V G+L+VGG+ML+LV ++ ++ +DWD A

kindlin 1 1 MLSSTDTFTASLSELVDRHFNEEKKQDVTLRYSQDSLHVGVMKLEQINIEQIDSCFA 60

**UNC-112**

60 LWEFERKRWLQHTRSLDQNGTAETQLFPMHEARQLPDMQMDARVDFSVPNFSDK A
LW +K WL T TLD+ G+ A+ ++ FTP HK ++LP+++R + RV FS FKA 119

kindlin 1 61 LWEQHKCLLKHMTLKDQVYQADAKLLFTQHMKMLRLRPLNVMRLRVSFAVVFKA 120

**UNC-112**

120 TKKLCRDLGIRYSEELSLKRYIPPEDLRTGRTSDADNMNGPLSMRPGYVTGMLTLKAAAP +C+ L SEEL + SE + R +D+++ L + + ++ E + P

kindlin 1 121 VSDICKILNIRSEELVSDICKILNIRRSEELSSPTAS-------------------GSSVSGLYSKTM--TPI 159

**UNC-112**

120 IFASQSNLDMLRQRQPSALQSGHIPNAHEMTLPRHTLPRGVPSPSPGAYNDTMRRTPI I+ NL+ S G S SPG Y+ T MI

kindlin 1 160 IIEDILNLE----SSPTAS--------------------------------GSSVSGLYSKTM--TPI 190

**UNC-112**

240 MPSIS----+FSGELEGQFDDBALIS--PRLAPSRTDTPVFRPQNYVEKAAINRGW I+ FS+ EQ L S P ++ ++++V+KA +N GW

kindlin 1 191 YDPIGTAPSSSTMFWDSDPMLTEQNCDSILAFSQPSPEALDMYQFRSLVDKAKLNAGW 250

**UNC-112**

289 LDSSRSLMEQIGFIEGIDFLSKLNPYKDPRINQLYEQAKWSILLDEDFHTEE LDSSRSLMEQIGI E + +LLRFK+ +FDDLNPKYD VRINQLYEQA+W+IL++E D TEE 348

kindlin 1 251 LDSSRSLMEQIGEDEQDLLFLKNPDYQAVRINQLYEQARWALLLEIDCTEE 310

**UNC-112**

349 EATFIALQLQATQHDRSPEPE----ENMKDDVLDIALLELQNDAA--ALNRSDLTQTQ VP +E++FAQ + + S + E + + E+ D+++ L LE L A + D+T+P

kindlin 1 311 EMLIATQLYHISLKLSTAEQDFAGESVEDEIAALSNLLEVTLEGKADSLLEDIDTIP 370

**UNC-112**

404 ELADYKLYMKPKLAALAFGFKRAFFSFRDLYSYHQSSD VNSAPLHSFLKGEQSDQV +LAD LK +PKL K FK+ +F P+D ++Y ++ PL +L+GCEV DV

kindlin 1 371 KLADNLKLFPRKKLLP-KAFKQYWIFKDTSIAYFKNKEEQELEKLNLRGCEVVPDV 429

**UNC-112**

464 SVGGQQYHIK LLLPTAEQMDIFILCDESEHYQVARWMAACRLASRGSMDSSYQEVESI +V +K+ IKLL+P A+GM + +LCD E+QA+WMAAC LAS+GK +MADSSYQ EV +I

kindlin 1 430 NVAGKFGIKLILLIPVAGMNEMYLRCDHENQYA+WMAACMLASKGKTMDSSYQEVNL 489

**UNC-112**

524 KNLLMKQSNQGNNENGSNNTASKAAAAVKLPNDNVYDEYISSKYVRRARSQKIQIQVRVSDA +N +AS+ A+++ D N + ++S + + R +S 3K Q+ +R+ A

kindlin 1 490 LSFLRMK--------+RNASQVASSLE--NMDSNPECFVPSCAKRHKSK--QLARILEA 539

**UNC-112**

584 HGNVQLTLTATEAKLQLYIRAWQALPEHGIHYFIVFRNARKAEILVAVVNRNLALKLMANGE H NV Q+ +EAKL++I+WQ+L LPE G Y++VRF+ ++K +++ V+ NRR K+++ G

kindlin 1 540 HGNVQAMPLVEAKLRFIQWQLPEFGLTYYLVRFKSKDGLIGVSNRR涵盖了100%的序列一致性。
UNC-112 vs kindlin 2 (Identity: 42%)

UNC-112

12  DGKWQLPILVTDLNQRTSLSVLGNNVGMLELVESCDVERDSWSDLNWPKRRWQLH 71
     DG W+L + VTDLN ++ V G ++G+ML+LV + DV++DSWSALW+K+ N L
kindlin 2

15  DGTWELSVHLNVRVTIYRVTGEVHVGMLKVLKEDKMDWSDLNNWEKKTNLK 74

UNC-112

72  TRSTLDQQNGTELEPFTMKEARILPDQMVIDARVDPSVNDKAKKCLLRCGLGKYRQIY 131
     T L+G+I A+ +F+PT H K +R+GLP+M+ + +V+F S F K +C+ IR+
kindlin 2

75  THWTLDKYGIDAQADKLQFTPHQHLLRLPMPKYYKVPKNSDFRVKAVSDICKTFIRH 134

UNC-112

132  SEELSLKRYIPPDLRGTSDAMNNGPSRPVGEESV---GPMTLRKKAAPIFAFQSNSLD 188
     EEELSL + + + L + +E+L ++ GP+ + I++S
kindlin 2

135  PEELSL--------LKKPRDPTKKKSKLDDQSEDEALELGPTFGGSGIYSSPG--- 183

UNC-112

139  MRRRQGQPSALSQGSHIFNHAGMTRLPNRTFVPSFPGASEYNTSMRTPFMPSISFSEG 248
     + + +P +P +F+PQ ++KA IN+GWLSDRSMEQ + E + +LL
kindlin 2

139  LYSKTMTPT-------YDADGSPL---------SPTSANFDS----------ALSEG 216

UNC-112

189  NENELQFDDALIHSPRLAPSRDTPVFRPQNYVEKAAINRGWLDSSRSLMEQ + +K+ +
kindlin 2

217  --NPGI--LAVSQPITSEILRMKFQALLDRAKINGWQLSRSLMEQDVKEANLIL 272

UNC-112

249  RFKFMNFFDLKPYDPRINQLYEQAKWILLDEFHTGEEATLFAALQLQAT-LQRDSP 367
     RFK+ +FFDLNPKYD +RINQLYEQAKW+ILL+E + TEEE +FAALQ L +
kindlin 2

273  RFKYSFVLKDRKPYDIINRLYQAGEILEEVEETEEEMMAFSYQHMKLTSMTS 332

UNC-112

368  EPEENNK----DDVLLNEKLEQNLDAALNRR-SDSLTVQVELADYLKMKKLAFAKG 422
     E L+D+V L +LE +++++ D+T +PELADY+K+-P+ K KLG
kindlin 2

333  ENHLNNSKEVDEVDAAALDEITLEGGKTKSTILGDITSELPEDYIKVFKPALKL-TLKG 391

UNC-112

423  FKEAFFSPRDLYLHRYQPSDDVNASPLGHFSLKGCEVSDQVSGQXHKILLLLPLTEAGM 482
     +K+ + +F+D +S + +S + + P +L+GCEV+ DV++ +K++IKIL++P AEGM
kindlin 2

392  YKQYWCTFKDITSISCYKSEQESSGTPTAHQMNLRGCEVTDPVNISSQKFNIKLLIPVAEGM 451

UNC-112

483  IDFILKCDSEHQYARWWAACLRSGLKSMADSSYQQEVEISKNLKLMPQSGNENGNSNT 542
     +L+CD+E QYA WMAACRLAS+GK+MADSSY  EV++I + LKMQ N +
kindlin 2

452  NEIWLRCDEKQAYAHWWAACRLASKGYKTMADSSYNEVQLLSFLKMQLHNPDP------- 505

UNC-112

543  ASRRAAVKLPNDPVDEYISSKKYVRARSSKQ---IQQQSVDASHGVRQVLTATEAK 596
     + + D ++ +S +Y+++ +K+ I R+ +AH NV Q++ EAK
kindlin 2

506  XQLPFIQITTDITPECLVPVPVLYKTRKYRNQPGYRLTDIRALEAHQNQVAQMSLIEAK 562

UNC-112

597  LQYIRAWQALPHELHGIYIFVRNARKAELVALVAVNRLAKLNMCDGSLKTRFRANMKK 656
     ++++IAWQ+LPE GI +FI RF+ +K EL+ +A NRL +++ +K++KTRFR+NMK+W
kindlin 2

563  MRFIQAWQSLPEFGITHFIAFRQGKKEELIGIALYRNLIRMDASTGDAIKTREFSNMKQW 622

UNC-112

657  HYNWEIRHLKIQFEDE-DIEFKLPSADCKVHEFIGYIFLSMRSEHSHQNLEELFHKL 722
     +VNWEI+ + +F DE + F DCKVHEFIGYIFLS R+K+ +++LDEE+F+KL
kindlin 2

623  NVPNWEIKMVTEVFADEVERLPSFICTEVDCKVHEFIGYIFLSLSTAKDQNESLDEEMFYKL 682

UNC-112

716  TGGWA 720
     T G
kindlin 2

683  TSGWV 687
UNC-112 vs kindlin 3 (Identity: 45% and 39%)

**UNC-112**

274 RPQNYVEKAAINRGLWDSSRSLMEQGIFEGDIILLRFKMNFFDLNPKYDPVRIQQLYEQ
RP + +R + ++ WADSRR LM+QGI GI D + LRKF+ +FDSL+PK DFRV+ +QLYEQ
kindlin 3 215

274 RFDLSQ-QtLsQHRSLDSRSLQCLMQGKAIQRSLALWRLFKKYYFSLDFKTD+ +QQLYEQ

334 AKWSILLDEFHTEAEATAFAALQ-----LEQTLQRDSEPEENKVDVIDLPLEQNL
A+W +LL+E D TEE +FAALQ L + + P + DD+D L LE L
kindlin 3 275 ARWLLLLLIEIDTEEMMVVAALQYHINIKLSQSGEVGEPIAGTDPLDDL+ +LVSNLEVKL

389 DAAALNRRRST-LTQVECLDLYLMKPFKLAAKFGLFKRAFFSFRDLYLHSYHQSSDDVNSA
+ +A D LT +PEL D+L+ +P+KL KG+++ + F++ LSY+++ +
kindlin 3 335 EGSA+PDLDSLSTTIPELDHLRF+PRKL-LKGYQHWVVFETTLSYKSDQDEAPGD

447 PLGHFSLKGC+VSDVSVQKYHKIKL+LPTAEGMIDLCKDSEHYQARYMaCA+LARK
P+ +LGECEV DU+V QK+ IKLL+P+ EGM + L+C E QYARMMA CRLA+S
kindlin 3 394 PIQQNLKGC+VFDVNVSQKFCIKL+LVSP+EGMSEIYLRQDEEQYARYMaCRLASK

507 GKS+MDASSQYQVESIKNL+MKSNGNENNGNNTMAASKAAAXVLPNDNFVDEY+SSKYV
G++MADSSY EV+i+ L +Q GN +A N ++ +
kindlin 3 454 GRTMADSSY+TEQVAILAFSLQRGTSGPPNHPGDASA-----EGLNPYGILAPFQ

568 RRARKQQIQQRVSDHGNVRQLTATEAKLQYIRAWQALPEHGIHYFIIVRFNRNARAELV
R+ ++R Q+ R+ +AH NV QI+ EA+L+i+AWQ+LP+ GI Y +VRF+ +RK E++
kindlin 3 509 RRFRKAT-QLTRF+LIEAHQNSQLQVSLAEQLRQWQSLP+QGILSVRFKSRKDEIL

627 AYAVNRLAKMNMDGESLKTWRFANM+KWHVWIERHLKQFEDE-DIEFKPLSADCKVV
+A N RL +++ G+ +KTWF+NM++W+VNW+IR +I+F++ ++ F +SA C++V
kindlin 3 568 GIANNR+RIDLAVGVDVKTWRFSNMRQVNWVDIRQVAIEFDEIHNVA+VCVCSCSAS+RIV

686 HEFII+GFILSLR+KHESHOLNLDEELFHLKTG
HE+IG+YIFLS R + + LDE+LF +LTG
kindlin 3 628 HEYI+GFILSTR+RARGEREELD+LQLTG

699 IDGKWQLFILVTDLNQR---SISVGLN+NVGLML+LVESECDVERD WaDSDLHALWPEKRR
ID W+L + V ++ + ++ V G ++GG++L++V + + ++DWSHD+WM+KR+
kindlin 3 628 IDWSERLQFVGEDEPESV售票TEOHSJIGWVLLKVEQNRQWSDHATWNEKQ7Q

71 128 WLLQHTWLDKYGILADARLLEFFGPQHRPVILRPLNRRAL+RASFSQQLFQVAACRLL

131 128 GIRYSEELSLKR 139
IR+ EELSL R
kindlin 3 132 SIRHFEELSLKR 143
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